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OLIVIER ZAHM – Let's start with Dior because this collaboration is exceptional – it's a deep, interesting connection between the brand and your work. And you seem to have been left free to propose crazy ideas.

DANIEL ARSHAM – This is all Kim [Jones, artistic director of Dior menswear] pushing through all of these ideas. He's always had this ability to synthesize and bring together different types of groups. So when he called me about the collaboration, he said, "Come up with exactly what you'd want to do." I was very interested to look in the archives. Dior has some of the most incredible archives, in Paris, of everything that Christian Dior touched – all of the things from his house, the early designs, sketches, things that never made it to market. One of the amazing things that I discovered was that before Christian Dior was in fashion, he owned an art gallery in Paris. It was a failure. [Laughs] And the gallery was one of the first to show Salvador Dalí.

OLIVIER ZAHM – Really?

DANIEL ARSHAM – Yeah. The painting *The Persistence of Memory* [1931] – the one with the clocks melting – was first shown at Dior's gallery in 1930-something.

OLIVIER ZAHM – Incredible.

DANIEL ARSHAM – So, Kim and I spent a lot of time in the archive looking at that. And the other thing we thought a lot about was his house in the South of France – some of the furniture there. I also really concentrated on the clock in his atelier in Paris. I was looking through some old photos of him. Literally, the clock on the wall in the atelier is the same clock that was there in the photos that I found from the '50s.

OLIVIER ZAHM – It never moved?

DANIEL ARSHAM – It never moved.

OLIVIER ZAHM – Your obsession with time is always there.

DANIEL ARSHAM – Yeah! Kim and I started talking a lot about the idea of time. And his goal was to translate some of the material quality from my works into wearable pieces. So, the ideas of the crystal, the cracks, taking some of the drawings and looking back to the older things that spoke to us. At the time, he was looking at this very famous Galáns newspaper print – the Dior newspaper print. Kim wanted to do something with that, so I took the original and took out all the images, and made drawings of all of the Christian Dior stuff: his clock, his phone, the original "Dior" letters that were on the cover of his book – and we made the print with that. Even the idea of the clear boots.

OLIVIER ZAHM – So, it was based on your drawings? You redrew the original stuff and transferred it onto clothes?

DANIEL ARSHAM – Yeah. And then Kim, with his team, investigated how they could add the crystallization to some of the garments and even to the hats that Stephen Jones did – which were, like, so crazy – all handmade with real crystal. Kim paid so much attention to make it as authentically part of my world and Dior's world as possible.

OLIVIER ZAHM – It's a real intersection between the two, with mutual respect. How did you two meet?

DANIEL ARSHAM – I knew him through all of the different people that are around. There's a kind of circle – Matthew Williamson, Virgil Abloh. I'm not in fashion, but most of my friends are in fashion or architecture. So, he reached out shortly after the show he did with KAWS [American artist/designer Brian Donnelly]. The first two shows that he did with KAWS, I don't think he had that much time to really get with the materials and experiment. We had a whole year, so we really had time to experiment. We tried a lot of things that didn't work, actually.

OLIVIER ZAHM – And you also did a crystallized edition of the logo, like a relief?

DANIEL ARSHAM – Yeah. We probably spent as much time on the show as we did on the collection. Just because it was so much about framing the experience of the collection. What we decided to do was a complete re-creation of Christian Dior's office in Paris and...
the house in the South of France, but totally calcified. So it was all white, made of plaster, with crystals embedded. This formed the entrance. The show itself was a gradient of sand, from white to pink. The pink comes from the Dior pink, which comes from his house in the South of France. I created these large-scale eroding Dior letters, which we've now turned into an edition.

OLIVIER ZAHM — Incredible.

OLIVIER ZAHM — Good answer.

DANIEL ARSHAM — Yeah! And he's one of those people who's willing to take those risks with me. It's not something every gallerist is interested in doing.

OLIVIER ZAHM — I agree. Though Warhol was using Coca-Cola, for example, as a brand, it was more a symbol of pop culture, mass culture, consumerism, or even capitalism than working in close collaboration.

DANIEL ARSHAM — If Warhol were alive today, what would he be doing? He'd probably be doing all of the things that he'd have wanted to do. People forget — Warhol's first job was doing advertising. He loved advertising. And he actually thought it was a beautiful idea to create imagery that could compel...
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because you're extremely young, you have a vision...

DANIEL ARSHAM - I think my job - and the job of an artist - is to look at everyday life and show the invisible things that are just outside of it. The works that are white, when you walk into a room, you don't immediately notice them. It can be disturbing, but it's also very quiet. Same thing with the objects that are cast in these materials - it's really just a material shift from the original. So, it's this mirror image of our everyday experience, that's just on our periphery. And this is what I appreciate most in other artists, as well.

OLIVIER ZAHM - What is your position to interpret and shift. And you also like to include the public, right?

DANIEL ARSHAM - There are certain artists who can be in a room and make paintings, and it's for them. The work I make is really for the viewer and the people who engage with it - it's kind of made by them. If not, it exists in this weird vacuum. It becomes something through their interpretation of it and their experience with it. This is why all of the exhibitions that I make are not just the work, but how you approach the work, what the light's like, even what the smell is like in the space.

OLIVIER ZAHM - This is why you're also sensitive to architecture and collaborate with dancers. Because you have to integrate all the movements in the room.

DANIEL ARSHAM - Mm, yeah.

OLIVIER ZAHM - Do you have anything to say about the brain? Have you done any work about it?

DANIEL ARSHAM - No, not really. I mean, it's a fascinating thing. When I started talking about this color-blindness idea, my vision is really an interpretation of the way that your brain understands information. And the reason why I'm color-blind isn't because of my brain - it's because, within my eyes, I'm missing some of the rods and cones that read certain spectrums of light. And so, when that information is translated to my brain, it's missing this part. Which is interesting. Part of your experience is based on how you see, but another part is how your brain interprets this information.

OLIVIER ZAHM - And you love crystal. It has a lot of meaning, right? Because it's the transformation of time, through pressure. But it's also very mystical, a New Age element. Do you consider that aspect?

DANIEL ARSHAM - I consider it, but I don't speak about it in relation to the work. Generally, I don't say that the work is about anything in particular.

OLIVIER ZAHM - You leave it open to interpretation.

DANIEL ARSHAM - Yeah, but certainly, I'm aware of this universe of crystal healing. But, for me, when I make a work, the material should say as much as the form that it takes. And, you know, I didn't take a camera and paint it to look old and kind of destroyed. It's really made of a material that, when we look at it, it feels real that it's transformed over time. And because we associate crystal with this kind of geological time frame, our experience tells us that there's something confusing in this object: it's an object from now, but it looks like it's from the future. How did it evolve over this time? How did the crystals grow in it? And then, the other quality of it that I also find really interesting is, although the objects look like they're falling apart - like they're breaking - when we think about crystal, it's always growth. So, the object could be falling apart, or it could actually be growing to a kind of completion of the object. And that kind of ambiguity is really interesting.
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